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Abstract: Deep learning technologies have improved the performance of biometric systems as well as increased the

risk of spoofing attacks against them. So far, lots of spoofing and anti-spoofing methods were proposed

for face and voice. However, for gait, there are a limited number of studies focusing on the spoofing risk.

To examine the executability of gait spoofing, in this paper, we attempt to generate a sequence of fake gait

silhouettes that mimics a certain target person’s walking style only from his/her single photo. A feature vector

extracted from such a single photo does not have full information about the target person’s gait characteristics.

To complement the information, we update the extracted feature so that it simultaneously contains various

people’s characteristics like a wolf sample. Inspired by a wolf sample or also called “master” sample, which

can simultaneously pass two or more verification systems like a master key, we call the proposed process

“masterization”. After the masterization, we decode its resultant feature vector to a gait silhouette sequence.

In our experiment, the gait recognition accuracy with the generated fake silhouette sequences is increased from

69% to 78% by the masterization, which indicates an unignorable risk of gait spoofing.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have been

introduced in a wide range of research fields and

achieved great success. One of the most DNN-

benefitted research fields is biometrics such as face

identification, voice authentication, gait recognition,

and so on, whose performance has been drastically

improved by DNNs. On the other hand, DNNs have

also accelerated the performance of multimedia gen-

eration techniques. DNNs, or more specifically gen-

erative adversarial networks (GANs), can generate

highly realistic facial images, speech data, and so on

that mimics an actual person’s biometric characteris-

tics (Kammoun et al., 2022; Toshpulatov et al., 2021;

Tu et al., 2019). These techniques are useful in some

aspects (e.g., content creation and movie production),

but they bring a risk of spoofing attacks against bio-

metrics.

The risk of spoofing attacks against face identifi-

cation and voice authentication has been widely dis-
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cussed in the literature (Conotter et al., 2014; Nguyen

et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2022; Shiota et al., 2015;

Wang et al., 2019). There are a lot of existing studies

proposing anti-spoofing methods for face and voice.

However, for gait, which is a relatively novel biomet-

ric clue for human identification, the risk of spoof-

ing attacks has not been well-analyzed yet. Although

the development of gait recognition is still halfway,

it is advantageous in that it can be applied to low-

resolution videos where facial textures are not clearly

observed. Hence, gait recognition will be more

widely and complementarily used with face identifi-

cation in the near future society. This means that ex-

ploring the (future) risk of gait spoofing is an impor-

tant issue even if the performance and the spread of

gait recognition are still limited at present.

So far, a few existing studies focus on the risk of

gait spoofing (Gafurov et al., 2007; Hadid et al., 2012;

Hadid et al., 2013). However, they do not assume

fake gait generated by multimedia generation tech-

niques; they only assume the cases where an attacker

physically mimics the target person’s walking style or

physically wears the same clothes as the target person.

Unlike them, in this paper, we focus on the risk of
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Figure 1: Assumed scenario of gait spoofing.

gait spoofing caused by DNN-based multimedia gen-

eration techniques. Specifically, in order to analyze

whether a spoofing attack against gait recognition is

practically possible or not, we propose a method for

generating a sequence of a target individual’s fake gait

silhouettes using DNNs.

Figure 1 depicts a possible scenario of spoofing at-

tacks against gait analysis. Suppose that there are two

political parties PA and PB opposing each other. An

attacker A joining the party PA attempts to injure the

reputation of a politician B in the party PB by making

his fake video. First, the attacker A captures a video

of a certain scandalous place using his own device. In

parallel, he generates a sequence of fake gait silhou-

ettes that mimic or spoof B’s walking style. Then, he

colorizes the generated silhouettes and fills in them to

the video captured above, which results in a fake gait

video of B. In this step, he also generates a fake face

of B and inserts it into the fake gait video if needed.

This increases the reality of the fake video but is not

necessarily needed when the video resolution is low.

Note that the colorization process itself is not so im-

portant because human eyes cannot identify people by

their body textures whereas automated systems just

use silhouette information. At last, the attacker up-

loads the fake gait video onto the Web, particularly

SNS. Nowadays, there are a lot of IT-skillful people

who want to check the social behavior of politicians.

For them, a gait recognition system can be a useful

tool. One such person C, who is not a police officer

but an ordinary citizen, checks the SNS and inputs the

fake video into her private gait recognition system Y .

As a result, the politician B’s behavior is fabricated

and distributed as fake news even though the checker

C has no malicious intent, as shown in Figure 1. The

fake gait video may pass the modern deepfake detec-

tion systems because most of them are focusing only

on faces. In other words, fake news fabricated with

a fake face becomes more difficult to detect by com-

bined with fake gait.

In the above scenario, we assume that the attacker

A can use a single photo of the politician B as well as

a large database of gait silhouettes that are not related

to B nor Y . Under this assumption, targets of the gait

spoofing are not limited to politicians; not only other

famous people such as celebrities and sports players

but even ordinary citizens whose photo is on the Web

or SNS could be a victim of this attack. The goal

of the attacker is to generate a sequence of fake gait

silhouettes that can be recognized as the victim by an

unknown gait recognition system Y .

The contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows. First, this is the first work focusing on the

method of DNN-based gait spoofing and analyzing its

risk, to the best of our knowledge. Second, to achieve

gait spoofing, we introduce the novel concept named

“master gait”, which is a master key-like gait data that

can be accepted by multiple gait verification systems.

The concept of master gait is utilized to complement

the limited information of a single photo. We will

explain its details in Section 3.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Spoofing Attacks Against

Biometrics

Methods of spoofing attacks against face recognition

and voice authentication have been actively studied

for more than fifteen years. One of the simplest at-

tack ways is a presentation attack. For a face recogni-

tion system equipped with a camera, an attacker can
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fool it by presenting a photo or a video of some valid

user (Patel et al., 2016; Anjos et al., 2014). Similarly,

for a voice authentication system equipped with a mi-

crophone, the attacker can fool it by replaying pre-

recorded voice of some valid user (Cheng and Roedig,

2022).

Conducting a presentation attack needs some

“spoof data”, i.e., a photo or pre-recorded voice of

a valid user. For the face, spoof data can be retrieved

from social networking services such as Facebook or

Instagram in some cases (Kumar et al., 2017). In con-

trast, for the voice, spoof data cannot always be easily

obtained. Hence, speech synthesis techniques are of-

ten exploited to make spoof data. A voice spoofing

attack using such synthetic data is called a voice syn-

thesis attack. The speech synthesis techniques used

for this attack are divided into two categories: voice

conversion (VC) (Liu et al., 2018) and text-to-speech

(TTS) (Tu et al., 2019). VC is a technique to convert

a source speaker’s voice to a target speaker’s voice

without changing its linguistic information. TTS is

a technique to convert an arbitral plaintext to spoken

words with a certain target speaker’s voice. Applying

these techniques to the attacker’s own voice or plain-

text data to convert it to a valid user’s voice, he can

obtain spoof data (Kreuk et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,

2021). Multimedia generation techniques are also ex-

ploited for face spoofing. Nowadays, not only 2D im-

ages/video but also 3D volume data of faces can be

generated by GANs (Toshpulatov et al., 2021), which

are at risk of being exploited for face spoofing (Gal-

bally and Satta, 2015).

To defeat the above spoofing methods, anti-

spoofing methods for face and voice authentication

have also been actively studied. For instance, there

is some previous work that tried to discriminate

computer-generated or GAN-generated face images

from real face images (Conotter et al., 2014; Nguyen

et al., 2015). Recently, CNNs are often used for face

anti-spoofing. For instance, Chen et al. found that

the luminance component of face images is helpful

to detect GAN-generated faces and proposed to use

YCbCr images in addition to RGB images as input

of a CNN (Chen et al., 2022). For voice, pop noise-

based anti-spoofing methods are well-studied (Shiota

et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019). When a human speaks

into a microphone, his/her breath sometimes reaches

the microphone, which yields a pop noise. This is

difficult to be naturally generated even with GANs.

Therefore pop noises become a good clue for voice

anti-spoofing.

As discussed above, a lot of spoofing and anti-

spoofing methods have been studied for face recog-

nition and voice authentication. In contrast, for gait

recognition systems, spoofing attacks with synthetic

data have not been studied yet. Thus, in this paper,

we focus on gait spoofing utilizing CNN-based mul-

timedia generation techniques.

2.2 Wolf Attacks by “Master” Samples

The purpose of spoofing attacks is to create a fake

biometric sample (e.g. face) that is similar to a target

person and dissimilar to all other people. However,

researchers in the field of biometrics found that it is

possible to create a single fake sample that is similar

to two or more people. This is called a “wolf sample”,

and the attacks against biometric verification systems

based on a wolf sample are called “wolf attacks” (Une

et al., 2007). Suppose that there are two or more peo-

ple who have their own biometric verification system.

Each verification system is a two-class classifier that

predicts whether an input biometric sample is from

its owner or not. An attacker can simultaneously fool

many of these systems by using a single wolf sam-

ple, where the wolf sample plays the role of a master

key. Since this is a serious problem, methods of wolf

attacks and their countermeasures have been studied.

For instance, Ohki et al. evaluated the executabil-

ity of wolf attacks against voice verification systems

(Ohki et al., 2012). Nguyen et al. proposed a GAN-

based method for generating a wolf sample against

face recognition systems (Nguyen et al., 2020). They

refer to the wolf samples generated by their method

as “master faces”.

Although there is no previous work focusing on

wolf attacks against gait recognition systems, we be-

lieve that the characteristics of wolf samples are help-

ful to conduct gait spoofing. Thus, we introduce

the concept of “master gait” in the proposed method,

which is explained in the next section.

3 GAIT SPOOFING METHOD

3.1 Concept Definitions

In this paper, the term “gait verification” means

a two-class classification task. A gait verification

system only focuses on a single individual and pre-

dicts whether an input gait silhouette sequence S =
{s1, · · · , sm} is genuinely captured from the indi-

vidual or not. si is the i-th frame in S. Generally,

a verification system first compresses S into a single

feature map f = F(S) by a compressor F , whose typ-

ical examples are Gait Energy Image (GEI) (Man and

Bhanu, 2006) and Frequency Domain Feature (FDF)
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Figure 2: Procedure for training gait silhouette decoder D and encoder E.

(Makihara et al., 2006). GEI is the pixel-wise aver-

age of {si} while FDF is the pixel-wise Fourier co-

efficients calculated for {si}. For the feature map f ,

the verification system outputs a single score ω( f ) =
ω(F(S)) ∈ [0,1], where the input S is classified as

“genuine” if and only if ω( f ) ≥ 0.5. Based on the

above, we define a “master gait” as a feature map

that has a score higher than 0.5 for two or more dif-

ferent individuals’ gait verification systems.

In contrast, the term “gait recognition” means a

multi-class classification task. A gait recognition sys-

tem focuses on K different individuals (K ≥ 2) and

predicts which of them an input sequence S is cap-

tured from. A recognition system generally outputs

K-dimensional score vector η( f ) =η(F(S))∈ [0,1]K .

If the j-th element in η( f ) is larger than all the other

elements, the system judges S is captured from the j-

th individual.

3.2 Overview of the Proposed Method

The shape of a single gait silhouette s is determined

by two factors: body shape (including the shape of

clothes) and posture. Since walking is a periodic ac-

tion, a human’s posture in his/her one cycle of gait

can be represented by a phase value θ ∈ [0,2π]. A

human’s body shape can be represented by a certain

shape vector z ∈ R
d , where d is its dimensionality.

Thus, a gait silhouette s can be determined by z and

θ. Let D be a decoder that generates a silhouette im-

age s = D(z,θ) from z and θ.

The goal of gait spoofing is to obtain the opti-

mal shape vector z∗ that maximizes ηb( f (z)), where

f (z) = F(S(z)) is a feature map of a fake silhou-

ette sequence S(z) = {D(z,θi)|i = 1, · · · ,n} gener-

ated by D. η is the score vector outputted by the

checker C’s gait recognition system Y , and b is the

ID of the spoofing target B. The phase sequence

Θ = {θ1, · · · , θn} can be arbitrarily given. Note that

attacker A does not know the network structure and

the parameters of Y but he can guess F because there

are only a few kinds of feature maps widely used for

gait recognition. In this paper, we assume FDF as the

feature map extractor F .

To obtain z
∗, the attacker can use a single photo

of the target B, as we assumed in Section 1. Let p be

the silhouette extracted from the photo. The simplest

way to find z
∗ is training a phase-free shape encoder

E that can extract z from D(z,θ) as z = E(D(z,θ)),
by which we can get z∗ as z

∗ = E(p). However,

this strategy can hardly provide a good z
∗ in prac-

tice. This is because a single silhouette p does not

have full information about B’s gait characteristics.

Hence, there is a certain extraction error ∆z between

z̃ = E(p) and z
∗, i.e., z̃ = z

∗+∆z. This ∆z needs to

be estimated for gait spoofing.

In summary, the process of gait spoofing is as fol-

lows, where we describe the ways to achieve steps (1)

and (3) in Subsections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.

(1) The attacker first trains D and E using his own gait

silhouette database.

(2) With the trained E , he gets z̃=E(p) using a photo

of the target person B.

(3) Next, he optimizes the z̃ to z
∗ = z̃−∆z by esti-

mating ∆z.

(4) Finally, he generates a fake silhouette sequence

{D(z∗,θi)|i = 1, · · · ,n} by the trained D and arbi-

trarily given Θ = {θ1, · · · , θn}.
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3.3 Training Process of Gait Silhouette

Encoder and Decoder

Figure 2 depicts the proposed procedure for training

D and E , which consists of three steps.

It is difficult to directly train the phase-free silhou-

ette encoder E . Hence, we first train a feature map-

level encoder Efm and decoder Dfm as STEP1. To this

end, for each sequence Ŝl = {ŝl,1, · · · , ŝl,ml
} in the

attacker’s database, we compress it by F and obtain a

feature map f̂l = F(Ŝl). Let F̂ = { f̂l |l = 1, · · · ,M}

be a set of the obtained feature maps. Using F̂ ,

we train an autoencoder, whose encoder and decoder

parts are Efm and Dfm, respectively. The loss function

for STEP1 is

Loss1 = ∑
l

∣

∣

∣

∣ f̂l −Dfm(zl)
∣

∣

∣

∣

= ∑
l

∣

∣

∣

∣ f̂l −Dfm(Efm( f̂l))
∣

∣

∣

∣ . (1)

Since zl = Efm( f̂l) extracted from f̂l by Efm

is phase-independent, it can be used as a phase-

free shape vector of the silhouette image ŝl,i for all

i ∈ {1, · · · , ml}. Using them, we next train the

silhouette-level decoder D as STEP2. The loss func-

tion for STEP2 is

Loss2 = ∑
l

{

∣

∣

∣

∣ f̂l −F(S′l)
∣

∣

∣

∣

+
1

ml

ml

∑
i=1

∣

∣

∣

∣ŝl,i −D(zl , θ̂l,i)
∣

∣

∣

∣

}

, (2)

where S′l = {D(zl , θ̂l,i)|i = 1, · · · ,ml}. The phase

value θ̂l,i for each image ŝl,i is calculated by our pre-

vious method (Hirose et al., 2019). Finally, we train

the phase-free silhouette encoder E as STEP3, whose

loss function is

Loss3 = ∑
l

∣

∣

∣

∣E(ŝl,i)−zl

∣

∣

∣

∣ . (3)

3.4 Optimization of Gait Shape Vector

Using Master Gait

Shape vector z̃ = E(p) obtained by the encoder E in-

cludes an extraction error ∆z. Due to the error, z̃ does

not keep enough level of characteristics of the spoof-

ing target B. Hence, the attacker has to emphasize the

characteristics.

Here, suppose that the attacker trains a gait ver-

ification system for each individual in his database.

Let X j ( j = 1, · · · , K) be the j-th individual’s veri-

fication system and let ω j be the output score of X j,

where K is the number of individuals in the attacker’s

database. By inputting a feature map f̃ = Dfm(z̃) into

X j for all j, the attacker can obtain a set of scores

{ω j(Dfm(z̃))| j = 1, · · · , K}. Since the target B is

not any individual in the attacker’s database, all of the

scores are less than 0.5. However, if the database is

large enough, it has some individuals somewhat sim-

ilar to B. Hence, some elements in the score set are

relatively larger than the other elements. This repre-

sents the target B’s gait characteristics. In the pro-

posed method, we emphasize the characteristics by

perturbing z̃ so that the relatively large elements be-

come further larger and the other elements become

smaller. The perturbation result is used as z∗, which

satisfies ω j(Dfm(z
∗))> 0.5 for two or more elements.

This means Dfm(z
∗) behaves as a master gait, thus we

refer to the above process as “masterization” of z̃.

The concrete process of the masterization is as fol-

lows (see also Figure 3). First, the attacker trains X1,

X2, · · · , and XK using his own database. Next, he in-

puts the shape vector z̃ = E(p) into each X j and ob-

tains a score vector

ω(z̃) =







ω1(Dfm(z̃))
...

ωK(Dfm(z̃))






∈ [0,1]K . (4)

Then, he finds top-N large elements in ω(z̃) and

makes a N-hot vector hN = (hN,1 · · · hN,K)
⊤ ∈

{0,1}K. Each element of hN is set as 1 if and only if

its corresponding elements in ω(z̃) is included in the

top-N ones. Other elements in hN are set as 0. After

that, he calculates the binary cross entropy between

ω(z̃) and hN , i.e.,

−
K

∑
j=1

[

hN, j log{ω j(Dfm(z̃))}

+(1− hN, j) log{1−ω j(Dfm(z̃))}

]

, (5)

and minimizes it with respect to z̃ to find the optimal

z
∗. The minimization process is performed by a gra-

dient descent algorithm. This process is equivalent to

estimating ∆z as ∆z = z̃−z
∗.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental Setup

To examine the performance of the proposed method,

we conducted an experiment, where we used the

OU-ISIR Gait Database (Makihara et al., 2012) as a

dataset. This dataset has several different subsets, two

of which called “treadmill-(A)” and “treadmill-(B)”
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Figure 3: Updating procedure of z̃ by masterization.

Figure 4: Network structure of gait recognition system Y . “Conv” means a convolutional layer, where “KS” and “Ch” are its
kernel size and num. of channels. “FC” means a fully-connected layer, where “n” is num. of units in it. “⊗” is pixel-wise
multiplication.

were used. The treadmill-(A) consists of 612 gait sil-

houette sequences of 34 individuals (18 sequences per

individual), while the treadmill-(B) consists of 2176

sequences of 68 individuals (32 sequences per indi-

vidual). In our experiment, we used the treadmill-(A)

to construct the checker C’s gait recognition system

Y as well as treated the treadmill-(B) as the attacker

A’s database.

We trained Y as a DNN, whose network structure

is shown in Figure 4. After training Y , we selected

a single frame from each sequence in the treadmill-

(A) and used it as the photo of the spoofing target B.

From the photo, we generated a fake gait silhouette

sequence and fed it into Y to check whether it is cor-

rectly recognized or not. We repeated this process for

every frame in the treadmill-(A), and finally evaluated

the recognition accuracy. Higher accuracy is desirable

for the attacker since it means a high success rate of

gait spoofing.

The silhouette-level encoder E and decoder D, the

feature map-level encoder Efm and decoder Dfm, and

gait verification systems {X j} were trained as a DNN

with the attacker’s database, namely the treadmill-

(B). The network structures of these DNNs are shown

in Figure 5, where we set the dimensionality of the

shape vector z ∈ R
d as 16, i.e., d = 16.

4.2 Results and Discussions

Figure 6 shows the result of the experiment under var-

ious settings of N. The red solid line indicates the

recognition accuracy of Y when we fed it with the

fake gait silhouette sequences generated by the pro-

posed method. The blue dashed line indicates the

recognition accuracy without the masterization. Com-

pared to the dashed line, we obtained better accuracy

when N = 1 and N = 3. This result demonstrates the

effectiveness of the masterization as a technique for

gait spoofing attacks. On the other hand, when N ≥ 5,

the gait recognition accuracy is seriously degraded by

the masterization. The purpose of the masterization is

to enlarge the relatively large elements in the score set

{ω j(Dfm(z̃))| j = 1, · · · ,K}. However, most of these

scores are small since the spoofing target person is not

any individual in the attacker’s database. Therefore,

even the fourth or fifth largest value in the score set

is quite small, at least in this experiment. Enlarging

such values is not effective for gait spoofing. Based

on the above consideration, the best setting of N de-

pends on the size of the attacker’s database. We will

try to find the relationship between them in our future

work.

Figure 7 shows some examples of fake gait sil-

houettes generated by the proposed method as well

as those without masterization. We can see that the

generated silhouettes lose their shape when N = 20.
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Figure 5: Network structure of E, D, Efm, Dfm, and X j . “Deconv” means a transposed convolutional layer. “⊕” means
concatenation operator.

Figure 6: Recognition accuracy of gait recognition system
Y under various settings of N.

Figure 7: Examples of fake gait silhouettes generated by the
proposed method.

On the other hand, the silhouettes generated with rela-

tively small N (e.g., N = 3) can keep a natural appear-

ance. These results indicate that the proposed method

does not give any serious distortion to the generated

fake gait silhouettes when N is appropriately set. In

the case of “without masterization”, arm regions in

the silhouettes are not generated well. This is be-

cause the input photo does not have the information

of the arm shape. Nevertheless, the proposed method

with N = 3 can generate the arm regions more nat-

urally. This is a reason why the proposed method

achieves higher accuracy than that without masteri-

zation in Figure 6.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on the risk of gait spoofing

and proposed a method for generating a fake gait sil-

houette sequence of a target person only from his/her

single photo. In general, a single photo does not have

full information about the gait characteristics of its

owner. Hence, it is not enough for the attacker to

just extract a feature vector from the photo. To solve

this problem, we proposed to emphasize the gait char-

acteristics of the target person by the masterization

of the feature vector, before decoding it to a silhou-

ette sequence. In our experiment, we found that the

gait recognition accuracy with the generated fake se-

quences was increased from 69% to 78% by the mas-

terization. This means the unignorable risk of gait

spoofing. We will further investigate the possibility

of gait spoofing as well as try to propose its counter-

measure in our future work.

This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI un-

der Grant JP21J11069 and JST CREST under Grant

JPMJCR20D3.
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